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In the seventeenth chapter of the 
book of Acts, a leader in the city of 
Thessalonika, on hearing that the 
apostle Paul and his colleagues 
were arriving in town, declared 
that “these persons who have 
turned the world upside down 
have come here also.”
It was, in many ways, a world that 
needed to be turned upside down.
It was a world in which a 
substantial gap existed between 
those who enjoyed the benefits of 
privilege and the many who did not.
It was a world marked by 
impressive institutions and a 
powerful establishment, but 
also by an increasing sense 
of uncertainty, anxiety, and 
resentment.  
Similar things could very well 
be said of our world today, as 
we all have seen and heard and 
experienced in these uncertain 
times in which we live. 

Now, as then, we need people who 
will turn the world upside down.
We need to BE people who will 
turn the world upside down, 
which really is right side up, a 
beloved community in which 
no powers or principalities, 
no system of domination, will 
continue to hurt or harm any 
child of God.  
How does this change happen?  
As with Paul and his colleagues, 
it starts with kerygma, 
proclamation, good and faithful 
preaching that is grounded in, 
and focused on, the person and 
teachings of Jesus of Nazareth.  
And as with those apostles long 
ago, our preaching is effective 
only as we live out what we say, as 
we together strive to be a bold and 
counter-cultural community of 
faith and hope and love.  
My sisters and brothers, my 

siblings in Christ, may we preach 
boldly…
and may we truly practice what 
we proclaim.  
Then we too may well be 
described as a people who have 
turned our world upside down, as 
a church that looks and acts like 
Jesus. 
—The Most Rev. Michael B. Curry, 
Presiding Bishop of The Episcopal 
Church

Turn the World Upside Down! 
A Message from the Presiding Bishop

PEP I, 2019 sends greetings and a hearty WELCOME to PEP I, 2022. Photo by Kay Wild.
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Book Review: The Beatitudes through the Ages

EPF Welcomes Tony Pompa to Staff

By William Brosend

The Beatitudes, I wrote in Preaching 
Truth in the Age of Alternative Facts 
(Abingdon Press, 2018), has become 
a political document. Nothing like 
“Blessed are the poor in spirit” to 
set the church on fire. We will not 
even consider how “Blessed are the 
peacemakers” is received, let alone 
Luke’s “Woe to you who are rich.” 

Rebekah Eklund, Th.D., Duke Divinity 
School, and Associate Professor of 
Theology at Loyola University in 
Baltimore, would not be surprised. 
She has written a tour de force that 
helps us put contemporary responses 
to the Beatitudes in a historical 
context. The Beatitudes through the Ages is a marvel 
of scholarship – the bibliography runs to 45 
pages, and the footnotes take a fourth to a third 
of most pages. But do not let that put you off 
because it is a delight to read. 

What the book is not, however, is a commentary 
on the Beatitudes. Instead, as Eklund writes 

By Peter Wild
Episcopal Preaching Foundation 
has appointed The Very 
Rev. Tony Pompa, recently 
retired dean of the Cathedral 
Church of the Nativity in 
Bethlehem, PA, as Vice 
Chairman for Advancement and 
Administration.
“Tony’s appointment reflects our 
ongoing strategy to broaden the 

reach of the foundation in terms of 
our administration, programs, and our fundraising,” said 
A. Gary Shilling, the foundation’s chairman and founder. 
“This will enhance the financial and administrative 
effectiveness on our team and help the foundation 
play an increasingly significant role in shaping new 
generations of preachers in the Episcopal Church.”
The dean and rector of the Bethlehem cathedral for 
14 years, Pompa has served in various diocesan and 
parish ministries since 1995. In Bethlehem, Pompa was 
part of a successful diocesan campaign that raised $6 
million to build schools and a theological college in its 
partner diocese of Kajo Keji in South Sudan. Soon after 

Continued on Page 7

in the Introduction, it is a work of 
reception history – she even throws 
in Wirkungsgeschicte – that is, “[A]n 
exploration of a text’s ‘effects’ as it 
has traveled through history…. It’s 
interested in what effect the text 
has had on individual readers, on 
communities like churches and towns, 
and on societies – and what effect 
those communities have had, in turn, 
on the texts and their readers. How has 
a text like the Beatitudes functioned 
when it has been read by particular 
people, in specific social contexts, at 
certain points in history?”   

That this is not a commentary does 
not mean it lacks insight into the 

meaning of the Beatitudes. That insight comes 
by considering, beatitude by beatitude through 
10 chapters, how those who came before us read, 
understood, and applied these seminal words of 
Jesus to their lives, offered in confidence that we 
can learn from Tertullian and Origen, Calvin and 
Luther, Bonhoeffer and (gulp) Augustine.

that campaign ended and during the 2008-9 recession, 
cathedral members raised $2.5 million for restoration 
work and expansion of some of its ministries 
supported by technology and communications.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, the community Pompa 
led raised $3.2 million for revisions to its campus to 
better engage the surrounding neighborhood and 
provide immediate relief to those with pandemic-
related housing and food insecurities.
 “The Episcopal Preaching Foundation has for many 
years earned a reputation as the go-to resource for 
preaching excellence among the priests, deacons, 
postulants, and most recently lay preachers in our 
Church. My goal is to support the foundation’s growth 
and, in particular, help EPF to effectively communicate 
this value to the community of donors, grant-makers, 
and philanthropists who will help EPF to lead the way 
in the changing Episcopal Church,” Pompa said.
He added that he aims to develop an intentional 
strategy for EPF’s long-term financial vitality. Such 
stability, Pompa said, will encourage and reward 
“creative, imaginative, and excellent preachers and 
preaching,” fulfilling the mission of the Episcopal 
Preaching Foundation.

Photo by Celtic Cultural 
Alliance Photographer
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By Peter Wild

It is an exciting fact that the big 
tent of the Episcopal Church 
in the USA embraces many 
congregations in which English 
is far from the first language. 
In some, services are conducted 
entirely in the language of the 
community; others conduct the 
service in English. 

As the Episcopal Preaching 
Foundation extends our program 
reach, the breadth of offerings 
is expanding to reflect this 
linguistic diversity…one step 
at a time. The recent bi-lingual 
preaching conference delivered 
at the request of the Diocese of 
Southeast Florida was the first 
dip of the EPF’s toe into this 
water. This very diverse diocese 
comprises several different 
language communities of which 
the most dominant are Spanish, 
Haitian, Cuban, and Chinese.

Addressing the largest second 
language community in the 
diocese, the faculty team, in 
partnership with diocesan 
leadership, opted to deliver the 
Zoom-based conference in a 
combination of Spanish and 
English; one plenary address and 
one sermon would be delivered 
in Spanish and the remainder in 
English. A translator provided 
by the diocese paved the way for 
language-optional participation 
by the diocesan clergy. 

The logistical challenge was 
minimized with the help of 
EPF technical partner Bexley 
Seabury, which provided 
technical support, tapping 
into Zoom’s recently added 
capability to deliver a multi-
lingual format. Conference 
participants simply had to click 
a button at the bottom of their 
screens to opt for Spanish or 
English. The Foundation will 
adopt a similar arrangement for 

future events where language 
is a consideration, beginning 
with the three-day conference 
being finalized with the Diocese 
of Washington, DC, which has 
a significant Spanish-speaking 
community. Further down the 
road, an all-Spanish preaching 
conference is in the works for 

Spanish-speaking deacons 
in October 2022, which will 
reach clergy as far away as the 
Caribbean and Latin America. 
Bishop Morales of Puerto Rico 
will be the keynote speaker.

The Foundation team was 
pleased recently to learn that 
Seminary of the Southwest will 
add Spanish translation to the 
EPF Homiletics Curriculum 
video and printed materials that 
comprise the Iona Collaborative 
Homiletics Curriculum, 
described on page 4. 

Of course, when it comes to 
preaching, language translation 

only addresses part of the 
challenge of communicating 
effectively across cultural lines. 
Because every culture has its 
norms for sermon structure and 
style, nothing can touch a sermon 
preached by a native speaker of 
the “Home” community. Just as 
Spanish preaching leans more 
heavily on personal stories and 
anecdotes, Korean, Haitian, and 
Mandarin congregations will 
connect more to a sermon delivered 
by a native speaker. 

This reinforces another 
growing trend in our Church: 
the empowerment of lay 
preachers licensed by their 
diocese to deliver the sermon. 
For example, one practice in 
Spanish-speaking congregations 
led by non-Spanish clergy and 
where services are conducted 
in Spanish, is for the priest to 
conduct the liturgy reading 
from the BCP—as well as they 
are able—and a lay preacher to 
deliver the sermon. This enables 
a clergy-administered Eucharist 
combined with a sermon 
delivered in a voice that the 
congregation will hear fully. 

Peter Wild is the Executive Director 
of the Episcopal Preaching 
Foundation.

The Many Preaching Languages in
The Episcopal Church

the breadth of offerings 
is expanding to reflect 
this linguistic diversity…
one step at a time.

Musicians performing for Bishop Curry’s visit to UrbanPromise, Camden, New Jersey in March 
2016. Photo by UrbanPromise.
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The role of a deacon in The Episcopal Church (TEC) is not 
always understood. To help clarify this for our readers, we 
talked with Tracie Middleton, President of the Association of 
Episcopal Deacons (AED), about what’s different and unique 
about the role of deacons in TEC. Here are some highlights 
from that conversation:

Tracie: Most Episcopalians know there are four orders 
of ministry in TEC: laypersons, deacons, priests, and 
bishops. What is not always known is that these orders 
have distinct contexts for living out their roles and 
ministries. Sometimes people think of the orders like 
rungs on a ladder, where moving from one order to 
another might be like getting a promotion. In recent 
decades, I think more people consider the orders as a 
mutually collaborative structure.
[EPF]: Would it be accurate to say that each order 
participates in the one mission and ministry of the 
Church and responds to God’s call to a distinct part of 
that mission and ministry?
Tracie: Yes, exactly.

[EPF]: And what is distinctive about the order of deacons - 
and about deacons’ preaching?
Tracie: I had the opportunity to reflect on this precise 
question at the preaching conference conducted by the 
Episcopal Preaching Foundation (EPF) for the deacons 
of Province VIII held by Zoom on October 22-24, 2021. 
As I mulled over that word “distinctive,” my mind went 
to my ordination to the Diaconate, and those powerful 
words addressed to me: “You are to interpret to the 
Church the needs, hopes, and concerns of the world.” 
One thing is clear: as a deacon, I’m called to be a bridge 
between the Church and the world. Deacons help create 
access between the two; we help the world see and 
understand the Church better and help the Church see 
and understand the world better.
EPF: It sounds like part of what deacons do is connect their 
workplaces, their circles of friends, their communities, and 
the Church. And that makes the deacon into a doorway for 
sharing experiences, needs, aspirations, and hope.

The Voice of the Deacon

Continued on Page 6

Church Trends: Bi-Vocational Ministry
By Nandra Perry
The traditional picture of a parish organization led by a 
fully salaried priest and perhaps one or more assistants 
is increasingly less common in today’s Episcopal 
Church. Reduced budgets caused by declining 
membership and attendance are forcing more and 
more parishes to call non-stipendiary or bi-vocational 
clergy who also hold down regular weekday jobs. 
Since three-year seminary may not be an affordable or 
logistical option for these future clergy,  and to address 
the challenge of providing a robust, 
affordable, and accessible formation 
process, many dioceses have developed a 
parallel, locally-delivered clergy formation 
track. Diocesan formation programs 
offer a multi-year study and discernment 
process culminating in the presentation 
of candidates to the bishop for ordination. Most clergy 
formed through this process continue to serve in their 
home dioceses and minister in non- or partially- 
stipendiary roles, providing a practical solution to the 
shortage of ordained clergy—particularly acute in rural 
communities and some areas West of the Mississippi.
Leveraging shared resources to provide a robust 
theological education, 31 dioceses today subscribe 
to the unified curriculum offered by the Iona 
Collaborative, supporting the vocations of women 
and men being formed locally to become priests and 
deacons. A program of Seminary of the Southwest 

(“SSW”), the Collaborative provides graduate-
level video curricula and Zoom-based continuing 
education. With over 450 hours of video curriculum 
(including extensive preaching content from 
the Episcopal Preaching Foundation), the course 
catalog is highly adaptable to various educational 
needs. SSW’s network of deans and faculty works 
together with Iona Collaborative staff to develop 
and share course content, assessment tools, 
and activities. Students have access through the 
seminary to a wide variety of library resources and 

enrichment opportunities. To date, 
the Collaborative has awarded 179 
certificates in theological studies.  That’s 
179 preachers for the Church, 18 of whom 
have participated in the EPF’s Preaching 
Excellence Program!

The Church of the 21st-century needs talented and 
diverse leadership, and at the Iona Collaborative, 
we believe high-quality local formation is a critical 
tool for achieving that goal. We are proud to partner 
with the Episcopal Preaching Foundation to extend 
the Seminary of the Southwest’s vision to be “a 
seminary for the whole church,” forming leaders of 
every order who are committed to their local church 
and civic communities, grounded in the Anglican 
tradition, and prepared to lead a changing church 
into a changing world. 
The Rev. Nandra Perry, Ph.D., is the director of the Iona 
Collaborative at Seminary of the Southwest.
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EPF Preaching Awards
The EPF’s Annual Preaching Award, with its cash 
prize of $1,000, is conferred on the student at 
each of the major Episcopal seminaries, who, in 
the judgment of the dean and homiletics faculty, 
has demonstrated the greatest improvement in 
preaching. The annual award was instituted in 2019. 

In 2021, EPF awarded seven seminarians the 
Preaching Excellence Award.

Berkeley Divinity School at Yale — Paige Foreman
Bloy House — Johanna G. Hughes
Church Divinity School of the Pacific — Joanna Benskin
General Theological Seminary — Liselotte Carr Rivera
University of the South: Sewanee — Lathrop Mosley
Trinity School for Ministry — Andrew Ames Fuller
Virginia Theological Seminary — Joshua Paget

A Lay Preacher Answers the Call to Do BIG Things
By Janet Huff-Worvie
The email that invited me to preach appeared in my 
inbox on September 15th. Like numerous other emails, 
the subject was convention planning; and the email 
was from the Standing Committee President, who is 
also a Priest from the Diocese of Western Michigan. 
We were just 45 days away from the second joint 
convention of the Dioceses of Eastern and Western 
Michigan. I had expected this email to include the final 
plan for the convention. As the ecclesiastical authority, 
both Presidents would chair the convention. My name 
is Janet Huff-Worvie, and I am a member of the fourth 
order and past Standing Committee President of the 
Diocese of Eastern Michigan (2019-2021).
I was surprised to discover the email was not about the 
plan. What the email was about was preaching. It read 
like this, “an idea floated for the convention Eucharist 
is having me preside, and you preach. Do you preach? Is 
that something you’d be interested in?”
So how does a lay leader who always desired to preach 
respond to this request? I replied, “I would love to 
preach, but there is something you should know I have 
never preached before.” My desire to preach was met 
with support, full of love and grace. Even though the 
response was positive and encouraging, I shopped 
for answers. I went looking for someone to tell me no, 
you should not do this. I heard you can do this, and 
remember as we follow Jesus, God doesn’t call us to do 
small things; he calls us to do BIG things.

During this prayerful time, I landed on the Episcopal 
Preaching Foundation web page.  I went to the sermons 
tab, and the first sermon I watched was from The Rev. 
Susan Ironside.  Mother Susan’s sermon moved me and 
encouraged me despite my fear. To this day, I am sure 
she was speaking directly to me when she said, “you 
are brave, and we are thankful for that because the 
people are starving; you give them something to eat.”   
Mother Susan’s sermon helped me understand that the 
invitation to preach was a gift that I was to give away in 
the form of a sermon. I needed to give them something 
to eat. It took me two weeks to write and another week 
to make edits. Most of my initial thoughts ended up 
on the cutting room floor, but finally, my sermon 
came together word by word. The words sometimes 
came to me in the middle of the night, other times 
they came to me in line at the supermarket, and more 
than once, I found myself praying and writing in my 
office even though I had other plans. Through it all, I 
found immense comfort in prayer and those willing 
to walk with me as I prepared. I am incredibly grateful 
to those clergy who reviewed my sermon, ensuring it 
was theologically sound, had seamless transitions, and 
most importantly, was about Jesus.
On October 30th, I shared my interpretation of the gospel 
reading with approximately 400 people. On this day, I 
realized that we do not preach for approval, but instead, 
we preach to spread the good news of Jesus Christ.
Janet Huff-Worvie can be reached at janethuffworvie@gmail.

The Very Rev. Ian Markham, Ph.D., Dean of Virginia Theological 
Seminary, presenting Jennifer Pilat the  EPF Preaching Excellence 
Award during commencement in May of 2019. Photo by VTS.
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Faculty Profile: Thelma (Nikki) Panton Mathis

Voice of the Deacon (Continued from Page 4)

In 2008 seminarian 
“Nikki” Mathis 
received the 
EPF Preaching 
Excellence Award at 
Sewanee, University 
of the South School 
of Theology, 
and attended 
the Preaching 
Excellence Program 
(PEP) offered by the 
Episcopal Preaching 
Foundation (EPF). 
In 2009 she was 

invited back to join the 
EPF faculty, and she has continued to be, except for 
several years to see her son Ethan through his infant 
and toddler years. Last year she served as Co-Leader 
of the online PEP-II conference.
Nikki grew up in Augusta, GA, where as a teenager, 
she and her family became Episcopalians. She earned 
her MSW/LCSW and, as a social worker, served in 
Augusta, Atlanta, and Athens, GA. She was a counselor 
in conflict mediation, crisis intervention, foster care 
evaluations, and client advocacy— to name a few. She 

also recruited, trained, and supervised volunteers.
After several years of discernment, Nikki was 
accepted as a postulant in the Diocese of Atlanta, 
entered The School of Theology, Sewanee, TN, and 
graduated with an MDiv in 2008.  While at Sewanee, 
she was Student Body President, reporting to the 
Board of Regents and Board of Trustees, and student 
liaison to faculty. After her ordination, she was 
Associate Rector at St. Paul’s Church, Atlanta, as part 
of the staff of future bishop Robert Wright.
In 2011, The School of Theology, Sewanee, invited 
Nikki to be Associate Dean responsible for oversight 
of community life. In 2013, she returned to the 
Diocese of Atlanta, where she is now rector of St. 
Gregory the Great, Athens, GA.
“Preaching is a major part of the priest’s ministry,” 
opined Nikki.  “Preaching requires finding your 
authentic voice, identifying and honing your skills, 
and having fun.  It also means finding colleagues who 
can critique your sermons, bolster your confidence, 
and burnish the rough edges.”  After a short pause, 
Nikki continued, “This is what I try to model and 
communicate to the participants of PEP.”   
The Rev. Nikki Mathis is rector of St. Gregory the Great, 
Athens, Georgia.

Nikki Mathis with her son, Ethan.

Tracie: Yes, absolutely. At ordination, deacons are also 
told, “You are to make Christ and his redemptive love 
known, by your word and example, to those among 
whom you live, and work, and worship.” And, we are 
charged that “all times, your life and teaching are to 
show Christ’s people that in serving the helpless, they 
are serving Christ himself.”
EPF: How do these “charges” at the ordination of a 
deacon impact the way you preach? Do you, for instance, 
ask yourself, “How does my preaching reflect the 
distinctive voice of a deacon?”
Tracie: As I prepare a sermon, I think about questions 
like “What will be the focus of my message, how do I 
organize the text, what images do I use, am I conscious 
of the most effective delivery?” I also consider how 

best to bridge my world and the congregation by asking 
a question like, “Am I just telling them what I see, or 
am I inviting them to come and see with me?
EPF: Would you leave the reader of KERYGMA™ with 
a final thought you took away from the conference on 
what is distinctive in deacons’ preaching?
Tracie: My time at the preaching conference was 
wonderful. It encouraged me to celebrate the gifts 
deacons’ voices bring to the Church. I will just 
suggest that the next time your deacon is preaching, 
expect to hear a slightly different message about how 
our faith connects to what’s going on “Out There” and 
how we as a community can live up to the challenge to 
take the spirit of Christ into our daily lives.

Conference Calendar 2022
• January 22-24 Preaching Excellence for Clergy (“PEP-II”)
• February 23-25 EPF at CEEP
• March 22-24 Conference for Diocese of Washington, DC
• May 30-June 3 PEP, Preaching Excellence Program for 

Seminarians

• July 7-14 at General Convention
• October 7-8 and 14-15 Preaching for Spanish Speaking 

Deacons
• October 21-23 Deacons of Province I
• October 26-28 Conference for Diocese of Texas

Schedule and registration information at www.preachingfoundation.org
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Beatitudes (Continued from Page 2)
(It is worth noting that her cast of characters is 
almost exclusively male and European; such is the 
nature of reception history.)

Perhaps the most significant value for preachers 
is the treasure trove of stories we read about along 
the way, stories that will enliven our sermons and 
provide instruction in the tradition. For example,

Hendrik Niclaes (ca.1501-1580) was a 
merchant and a mystic. A native of Germany, 
he spent most of his life in Amsterdam and 
Emden (northwest Germany today), where 
he established a religious order called the 
Family of Love. In his meditation on the 

fifth beatitude (“Blessed are the merciful”), 
written to encourage his beloved Family, 
he repeated the phrase “stretching out the 
hand” over and over again. He described 
mercy as stretching out an open hand with 
food for the poor, with loving hospitality, 
and with forbearance and forgiveness. It is 
a gentle phrase that captures the wideness 
of the term mercy in the beatitude and 
elsewhere in Scripture (p. 171). 

That’ll preach.

William Brosend, Diocese of Kentucky.

Why I Give: Pam Wesley Gomez
I have worked as 
a lay professional 
in the Episcopal 
Church for 34 years 
and served as a 
former President 
of the Endowed 
Parish Network. 
Having worked for 
Berkeley Divinity 
School at Yale 
for over 20 years 
and as someone 
serving on national 
and international 

church organizations, 
I have the privilege of up close and personal 
relationships with many outstanding Episcopal 
and Anglican organizations. During this time 
I have supported EPF in several capacities as 
a board member, faculty member, and donor. 
It might be helpful to readers of Kerygma™ to 
understand some of my reasons. 

First, I admire laity who take an active role in the 
Episcopal Church. Thirty four years ago, EPF’s 
founder, Economist Gary Shilling, recognized 
what Gallup surveys and the Pew Center were 
later to document: that excellent preaching would 
be imperative for the Church to thrive. 

Today the Preaching Excellence Program 
(“PEP”) for Episcopal seminarians that Dr. 
Shilling conceived to address this need is widely 
respected and created the pathway for other EPF 
programs that now support Episcopal clergy, 

deacons, lay preachers, and those studying 
outside seminary, for the priesthood.

Berkeley at Yale and other seminaries have partnered 
to provide professors, outstanding graduates and 
staff to enhance the EPF’s programs. I give because 
I admire founder Gary Shilling’s dedication to this 
mission, and because I recognize its urgency.

Second, once I attended the programs and served 
on the board, I increased my giving because I was 
able to see firsthand how a small, cost-effective 
organization could deliver an outstanding program 
in a residential setting that builds a network 
for so many clergy. I give because this is a great 
investment for the seminarians and clergy of the 
Church I love. 

Third, although admiration of Gary Shilling and 
outstanding cost-effective programs for our 
beloved Church are good reasons to give, there 
is a more compelling reason: because now more 
than ever we must proclaim the Gospel. The 
Episcopal Preaching Foundation has for decades 
enhanced how the word of God can be offered 
throughout our Church and Communion. In 
fact, I give because I have been blessed to hear 
God’s word from so many top theologians and 
preachers; and I want to offer that same gift to as 
many as possible. 

For these compelling reasons I hope you will 
consider joining me in supporting The Episcopal 
Preaching Foundation.

Pam Wesley Gomez is the Director, Office of 
Advancement, at Berkeley Divinity School at Yale.

Photo provided by Pam Wesley Gomez.
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